
APPENDIX 2 

Appendix 4



1 Foul Pumping Station - (Appendix 1)

It was anticipated that the foul drainage will be required to be pumped due 

to the shallow nature of the combined sewer in Haggs Lane. £70,000

(As REFA Drawing 17199 / 1A)

£0 No Longer Required
operate under gravity. (As Sutcliffe Drawing 30136 - 655 P4)

2 Associated Foul Rising Main - (Appendix 2)

A rising main will not be required from the pumping station into Haggs Lane £10,000 £0 No Longer Required

3 Surface Water Pumping Station - (Appendix 3)

The surface water will be discharged via an adopted surface water 

pumping station under SFA7. (As Sutcliffe Drawing 30136 - 655 P4) £90,000

Budget costs for this has been obtained ranging from £80,000 - £120,000 

from both United Utilities and our drainage consultant £80,000

4 Associated Surface Water Rising Main - (Appendix 4)

A rising main will be required from the pumping station, crossing Haggs 

Lane and discharging into Flow Beck £10,000 £10,000

Headwall construction and re-instatement of adjacent gardens £15,000 £8,000 Break down of costs within Appendix 4

Traffic management for foul and surface water rising mains £10,000 £3,000

5 Public Open Space - (Appendix 5)

Implementation as quotation from landscaping subcontractor £25,000 £19,421 Full break down of costs within Appendix 5

ABNORMAL WORKS

A conservative view has been taken based on the budget cost range 

obtained.

COMMENTS

Approximately 61m break now within Appendix 4

Haggs Lane, Cartmel

Anticipated Abnormal Costs

PREVIOUS 

FIGURES

CURRENT 

FIGURES

The design has now been re-assessed and we believe this can now



6 Landscape and Maintenance - (Appendix 6)

Maintenance pending handover to management company, say 2 years 

 @ £3,450 per annum as sub-contractor quotation £5,000 £6,900

7 Swales - (Appendix 7)

These have now been removed but have been replaced by a series of 

attenuation tanks £17,500

The current design indicates a volume of 225m3 at £275/m3 £61,875 Full break down of costs within Appendix 7

8 Earthworks - (Appendix 8)

£145,000 £123,737

9 Site Visibility Splay and Footpath Works - (Appendix 9)

Creation of visibility splay at new site entrance £20,000 £20,000 Full break down of costs within Appendix 9

Footpath works along Haggs Lane Inc

Stone feature walling at entrance £12,000 £28,937 Full break down of costs within Appendix 9

10 Retaining Walls - (Appendix 10)

Creation of retaining walls to accommodate changes in levels around the 

site £65,000

Quoted Figure based on the external works design £128,735 Full break down of costs within Appendix 10

11 Railings - (Appendix 11)

Feature railing to phase one works £7,500 £10,000 Approximately 39m of Railings required

Cut, Fill & Cart away of surplus materials from site due to the site levels. The 

surplus material and topsoil needs to be removed as it can not be 

accomodated within the scheme and topsoil needs to be stripped from 

under the roads, footpath and plots as it is not suitable to build on.

The site requires extensive cut and fill to accommodate the new site levels and 

drainage requirements with the removal of surplus in excess of 3600m3



12 Feature Stone Walling - (Appendix 12)

Natural stone and rendered walling to selected plots 167m @ £554/m £92,518

13 Abnormal Foundations - (Appendix 13)

Extended depth to all plot foundations including garages £200,000

Total Gen 1 Concrete figure plus 50% of the excavation costs taken

as abnormal costs. (Excavation percentage is probably higher)

Additional cost

£309,248

14 Services Lowering and Alterations - (Appendix 14)

Services in Haggs Lane will require lowering/modification to 

accommodate the very shallow new drainage crossings and formation of 

the site entrance. (Prov Sum) £25,000 £25,000 Provisional Sum for works, extent unknown.

15 Archaeology - (Appendix 15)

As invoiced/paid to date   £7,439

Management time            £2,500

Temporary fencing              
£750 £22,500 £10,689 All works now completed, no watching brief required going forward

There is one small section of walling approximately 1000mm high with the 

balance of the walling being 1800mm high.

100% of the Gen 1 concrete has been included as this is the concrete used 

to 'mass fill' a foundation with the standard concrete foundation then being 

cast on top of this. The additional foundation depths vary from 1.50 - 2.30m 

and they are required due to the poor nature of the ground. Suitable 

bearing strata is located deeper than the 'standard' depth hence the 

requirement for these works.

(Refer to the first two rows of the groundworks quotation included in the 

appendix)

Total anticipated abnormal costs £749,500 £938,060
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